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Abstract. Today’s challenges dictate the need to strengthen the national
and international legal mechanisms for the protection of personal data
and the right to private communication. However, considered rights are
not absolute. Legitimate restriction of guaranteed rights is possible, since
these means of communication are a powerful tool in the investigation
and disclosure of hard/very hard crimes, including transnational ones,
especially considering the terrorist threats to Ukraine and other European
countries. The possibility of restricting human rights, arising from the
guarantees enshrined in the European Convention on Human Rights and
consistently enshrined in the ECHR, demands from the state the least
compulsory guarantee while interfering with the rights of individuals –
to act “in accordance with the law”. Law protection of personal data
and right to privacy are researched in the context of peculiarities of
conducting investigative (search), secret investigative (search) and other
procedural actions in criminal proceedings, which concern access to some
telecommunication means (e.g., smartphones). Taking into account different
functional purposes of technical means of telecommunication, access and
collecting of evidence contained therein, should be carried out on a case-
to-case basis, in a different procedural form, considering specifics of
telecommunication technologies in each particular case.
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1 Introduction

The protection of personal data in information and telecommunication networks/systems
(telecommunication means), including using the Internet, today is one of the main tasks of the
states, private institutions and the international community. Legal protection of personal data
and privacy rights includes the following: constitutional law, international law, administrative
law, and criminal and criminal procedural law.

Consequently, these rights on the national level are guaranteed by constitutions or special
legislation. Also, today’s challenges dictate the need to strengthen the international legal
mechanisms for the protection of personal data and the right to private communication.
However, considered rights are not absolute. Legitimate restriction of guaranteed rights is
possible, since these means of communication are a powerful tool in the investigation and
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disclosure of hard/very hard crimes, including transnational ones, especially considering the
terrorist threats to Ukraine and other European countries.

General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) (EU) 2016/679 (it. 4 of Preamble) states
that “the processing of personal data should be designed to serve mankind. The right to the
protection of personal data is not an absolute right; it must be considered in relation to its
function in society and be balanced against other fundamental rights, in accordance with the
principle of proportionality”. At the same time GDPR (it. 19 of Preamble) should provide
for the possibility for Member States under specific conditions to restrict by law certain
obligations and rights, when such a restriction constitutes a necessary and proportionate
measure in a democratic society to safeguard specific important interests, including public
security and the prevention, investigation, detection or prosecution of criminal offences or
the execution of criminal penalties, including the safeguarding against and the prevention
of threats to public security. This is relevant, for example, in the framework of anti-money
laundering or the activities of forensic laboratories [1].

Aim. The main objective of the research is to identify issues related with the legal
regulation of the protection of personal data and the right to private communication, and to
put forward suggestions for their solution, which are set out in the results of our study. Law
protection of personal data and right to privacy are researched in the context of specifics of
conducting investigative (search), covert investigative (search) and other procedural actions
in criminal proceedings, which concern access to some telecommunication means.

Materials and methods. The national (Ukrainian and Latvian) and international (in EU
area) legislatives, case-law of ECHR, judgements of Ukrainian courts in criminal cases and
relevant legal literature are analyzed in the paper. In this research, a complex of general
and special scientific methods of legal science (dialectical, comparative legal, analytical,
descriptive, systemic-structural, generalizations etc.) is used.

2 Results and discussion

The stated idea of possible wrongful use, in particular of the Internet environment, for
improper purposes, is consistently traced in Recommendation CM/Rec (2018) 2 of the
Committee of Ministers to member States on the roles and responsibilities of internet
intermediaries (Adopted by the Committee of Ministers on 7 March 2018at the 1309th

meeting of the Ministers’ Deputies). As specified in the Recommendation, inter alia, “the
internet has facilitated an increase in privacy-related risks and infringements and has spurred
the spread of certain forms of harassment, hatred and incitement to violence, in particular on
the basis of gender, race and religion, which remain underreported and are rarely remedied
or prosecuted”. According to the Committee of Ministers of the Council of Europe, owing
to the abuse, serious problems were encountered in connection with maintaining public
order, national security, crime prevention, activities of law enforcement bodies, as well as
the protection of other persons, including protection of intellectual property rights [2].

For example, Art. 8 Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental
Freedoms (Rome, 1950), along with the fact that it enshrines the right to respect for the right
to private and family life, to own home and correspondence, also provides for the possibility
of restricting it to clearly defined cases, such as “in accordance with the law and is necessary
in a democratic society in the interests of national security, public safety or the economic
well-being of the country, for the prevention of disorder or crime, for the protection of health
or morals, or for the protection of the rights and freedoms of others”. It follows from the
practice of the European Court of Human Rights that interference by public authorities is
possible not only when it is carried out “in accordance with the law”, but also when it has a
“legitimate purpose” and is “proportional” [3].
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European Court of Human Rights (hereinafter, ECHR or European Court) also asserted
that legitimate restriction of guaranteed rights “are tolerable under the Convention only in
so far as strictly necessary for safeguarding the democratic institutions. Noting, however,
that democratic societies nowadays find themselves threatened by highly sophisticated forms
of espionage and by terrorism, with the result that the State must be able, in order to
counter such threats effectively, to undertake the secret surveillance of subversive elements
operating within its jurisdiction, the Court considered that the existence of some legislation
granting powers of secret surveillance over the mail, post and telecommunications was, under
exceptional conditions, necessary in a democratic society in the interests of national security
and/or for the prevention of disorder or crime” [4].

All of the foregoing, taking into account the possibility, in exceptional cases, of limiting
the right to privacy and private communication (as a part of the right to respect for private and
family life), determines our further scientific research and analysis of legislative regulation
of the presented set of problems in the criminal procedural context since nowadays, the
means of criminal procedural influence and combating crime, including transnational one, are
perhaps the only effective way to counteract these challenges of national security and public
safety.

As Dita Plepa rightly specified in her paper, “security has been and is one of the most
fundamental issues defining relations between the state and the citizen. Development of
a contemporary democratic and judicial state is linked to the search for balance between
the protection of constitutional values and respect for human rights” [5].

Consequently, as we see, the possibility of restricting human rights arising from the
guarantees enshrined in the European Convention on Human Rights and consistently
enshrined in the ECHR demands from the state the least compulsory guarantee while
interfering in the rights of individuals – to act “in accordance with the law”. Nowadays it is an
indisputable thesis since the proper legal procedure enshrined in the law is an unconditional
guarantee of enforcement of human rights and freedoms. Therefore, in our study, we will try
to show that a serious problem, inter alia, for a number of European states, including Ukraine,
is the imperfection of the legislative regulation of the grounds, conditions and procedure for
legal interference of the state with these persons’ rights, taking into account the factor of the
rapid development of information and telecommunication technologies.

In this context, for example, the decision of the ECHR in the case Liberty and Others v.
the United Kingdom, July 1, 2008, may be indicative. The applicants, a British and two Irish
civil liberties’ organisations, alleged that between 1990 and 1997 their telephone, facsimile,
e-mail and data communications, including legally privileged and confidential information,
were intercepted by an Electronic Test Facility operated by the British Ministry of Defence.
They had lodged complaints with the Interception of Communications Tribunal, the Director
of Public Prosecutions and the Investigatory Powers Tribunal to challenge the lawfulness of
the alleged interception of their communications, but to no avail. The Court held that there
had been a violation of Article 8 of the Convention. It did not consider that the domestic
law at the relevant time indicated with sufficient clarity, so as to provide adequate protection
against abuse of power, the scope or manner of exercise of the very wide discretion conferred
on the authorities to intercept and examine external communications. In particular, it did not,
as required by the Court’s case-law, set out in a form accessible to the public any indication
of the procedure to be followed for selecting for examination, sharing, storing and destroying
intercepted material. The interference with the applicants’ rights under Article 8 was not,
therefore, “in accordance with the law” [4].

Consequently, as we see, the desire of the state to counteract serious challenges regarding
unlawful and extremely dangerous criminal offenses against public security can, on the one
hand, lead to abuses of the competent public authorities while investigating and detecting
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crimes and, accordingly, unlawful restriction or violation of human rights and freedoms, on
the other hand.

And therefore, the law and the due legal procedure enshrined in it is a guarantee against
the specified abuses. That is why we consider it expedient to analyze legal regulation of the
procedural instruments (means) which enable to obtain evidence constituting personal data
of a person, as well as data concerning the exchange and use of information that can be
attributed to private communication. The legal analysis of our study will be based on the
Criminal Procedure Code of Ukraine (hereinafter, the CPC of Ukraine) and, for example,
the Criminal Procedure Law of Latvia (hereinafter, the CPL of Latvia) [6]. A number of
procedural features of the criminal proceedings of these countries are very similar, which
makes it possible to draw comparative parallels between the criminal procedures of these two
countries.

Thus, the most effective and widespread practice of collecting evidence is, in particular,
the following ways of collecting (obtaining) evidence: conducting investigative actions (both
in Ukraine and in Latvia), covert investigative (search) actions (hereinafter, CISAs, in
Ukraine; in Latvia, they are referred to as “specific investigative actions”), as well as special
means of perpetuation of criminal proceedings (for example, temporary access to things
and documents as well as temporary seizure of property) (concerning Ukraine; according
to the CPL of Latvia, they are specific investigative actions). Those cases where the specified
procedures in the criminal proceedings are carried out given access to telecommunication
equipment, personal computers, mobile terminals of communication systems, other technical
devices of processing and transmitting information, computers (including smartphones,
tablets, PCs, laptops, etc., including using the Internet) are of particular interest. Interestingly
enough that, according to the official data of the Register of radio electronic facilities and
emitters that may be used in the territory of Ukraine in public service radio frequencies, as of
June 12, 2018, there were more than 20.5 thousand specific types of radio electronic devices
and emitters [7]. And these are only those ones the use of which is officially authorized by the
state. According to individual estimates, by mid-2018, there were about 59% of smartphone
users from the entire adult population in the world [8].

There is no doubt that information obtained as a result of communication of persons
involved in criminal offences may be extremely valuable for determining circumstances
surrounding a crime and can be used to detect crimes and proving guilt of persons in
committing them.

The systematic approach to criminal procedural legislation both in Ukraine and in
Latvia provides grounds for arguing that nowadays, there is no single unified procedural
mechanism (algorithm) for accessing (collecting in the broadest sense) information contained
or obtainable with the help of the indicated technical means of telecommunication. Moreover,
law enforcement practice has also developed different and not always correct ways to
address this issue. For example, currently, in Ukraine, the practice of detecting, recording
and using information contained in mobile phones or smartphones by means of conducting
such an investigative action as examination of the latter is quite common. In other cases,
according to the CPC of Ukraine, such CISAs as information retrieval from transport
telecommunication networks (hereinafter, IRTTN) or information retrieval from electronic
information systems (hereinafter, IREIS) may be conducted. According to the CPL of Latvia,
these are, respectively, specific investigative actions (hereinafter, SIA) as follows: monitoring
means of communications, monitoring data contained in electronic information system or
monitoring content of transmitted data (Chapter 11 of the CPL of Latvia) [6].

As it is supposed, such ambiguity is caused by the uncertainty of legal regulation of
this issue, as well as by the very specific, unequal technical and legal nature of the above
telecommunication means (devices) and information that is stored, processed and used
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with the help of the latter. For example, the mobile terminal of communication systems –
“smartphone” - can be used as:

1) a means of communicating in real time (online), for example, for making telephone
calls;

2) a means of access to electronic information systems using various forms of data
transmission, including, as a rule, via the Internet (for example, for communication
in various chats, social networks, namely, Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, Telegram,
Snapchat, etc.; or for use of e-mail, including using the so-called “cloud-based
technologies” (“cloud computing”) for storing and processing information (for
example, Google Drive or the like); or using so-called “messengers” such as Viber,
WhatsApp, Skype, Facebook Messenger, Telegram, etc.). As the researchers point
out, these telecommunication technologies represent network convergence supporting
a wide range of access methods (traditional telephony, DSL, networks WLAN, RAN,
etc.); at the level of service convergence during mobile communication sessions with
the help of specialized software, mobile access to data, audio and video contraction,
voice and instant messaging can be carried out. The widespread use of smartphones
with installed programs that combine IP-telephony and instant messengers (Skype,
Viber, etc.) or only instant messengers (ICQ, Telegram, WhatsApp, etc.) by mobile
telecommunication subscribers form them as elements of distributed electronic
information systems (hereinafter, DIS) [9]. DIS components are distributed, therefore,
on several computers. In turn, DIS is composed of file-server information systems and
client-server information systems. In the latter, for example, a database and database
management system are located on the server, and client-side software is located on
the workstations. As specified in the literature, both local and distributed electronic
information systems can be open for the public and closed, i.e. access to which is
limited to their owner, proprietor or holder, to obtain more information on the features
of individual electronic information systems and IREIS [10]. At the same time one
very significant feature should be mentioned. As a rule, information displayed on the
device screen is not physically stored on it. It is stored in electronic information systems
(information (automated) systems), on servers of the relevant companies [11] providing
appropriate information and telecommunication services. In other words, in this case,
a mobile device serves only as a means of access (a kind of “key”) to information
that constitutes communication content. Otherwise, if specified information is stored
in the memory of the device itself, the features of the use of the latter will be described
below, in the third group. In addition, it should also be noted that some of the mentioned
messengers or social networks also allow real-time communication (online). Therefore,
in such cases, the smartphone should be assigned to the previous group according to its
functional (functional, technical and communication) purpose;

3) a means of storing and/or processing data (a variety of text, image, audio, video
and other files and digital content). For example, audio, video, photo files, SMS
messages and others sent and saved by a user can be stored in the device memory.
Access to this information contained in a technical device can be gained either
directly by an operating system of the latter or with the help of a specially-designed
software, so-called applications (commonly known as “a mobile application” or just
“an application”).

As it is supposed, given the different functional purpose of the said mobile terminals of
communication systems, access to the information contained therein should be carried out
on a case-by-case basis in different procedural order, using diverse methods of collecting
evidence, taking into account the above-mentioned features in each particular case. Thus, the
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due legal procedure of the procedural order, ways of obtaining evidence in the context of
access to it using the specified mobile terminals of communication systems (technical means
of telecommunication) should be carried out as follows.

A. In the first case, when a mobile device is used as a means of communication in real
time (online), information constituting private communication content can be obtained by
conducting such a CISA as IRTTN (or monitoring a means of communication, Art. 218 of
the CPL of Latvia) [6a] since data transfer is carried out with the help of appropriate technical
capabilities of transport telecommunication networks (communication channels). It should be
borne in mind that when communication takes place in real time with the help of (by means
of) software of a device that transmits data through social networks or similar online services,
i.e. provides communication with electronic information systems (information (automated)
systems) which are located on the servers of the respective companies, access to such
information in the context of “penetration” into these systems has to be gained by means
of such a CISA as IREIS (or monitoring contents of broadcasted data, Art. 220 of the CPL of
Latvia) [6].

B. In the second case, when a smartphone (or other technical device) serves only
as a means of access to information stored in electronic information systems and only
displayed on the screen of a device, but physically not stored in it, obtaining and recording
(copying) such information has to be done by means of conducting such a CISA as IREIS
(such information is recognized as valid and admissible evidence in the court which is
confirmed in the Ukrainian judicial practice. See, among others, for example, the judgement
of Shevchenkivsky District Court in the city of Chernivtsi dated May 05, 2018 [12]),
or monitoring data contained in an electronic information system, Art. 219 of the CPL
of Latvia [6]. Therefore, we believe that other practice in these cases, e.g. obtaining
information by means of usual examination of a technical device, i.e. as an investigative
action of “examination”, is illegal and ineligible. And, unfortunately, Ukrainian courts often
acknowledge such materials with admissible evidence. See, for example: the judgement
of Vasylkiv Town and District Court of Kyiv region dated December 04, 2015 [13]; the
judgement of Avtozavodsky District Court of the city of Kremenchuk of Poltava region, dated
August 13, 2018 [14]; the judgement of Podilsky District Court of the city of Kyiv dated
November 07, 2016 [15], etc. That is why we fully agree with those courts of Ukraine which
find such evidence inadmissible. For example: the judgement of Ordzhonikidzevsky District
Court of the city of Mariupol of Donetsk region dated April 12, 2017 [16]; the judgement of
the Lychakivsky District Court of the city of Lviv dated February 06, 2017 [17], etc.

C. Finally, in the third case, when a device is, virtually, a technical stored data carrier, the
latter is characterized by all the features that are inherent in actual evidence or documents (in
this case, these are electronic documents) in criminal proceedings. Therefore, only in this case
access to the data stored in a technical device (a mobile terminal of communication systems),
received and saved by a user (or automatically saved in this device), if the user is familiar
with its content, can be obtained in such a procedural way as any other things or documents
in criminal proceedings. In other words, namely, seizure of a mobile device and access to the
information content in it can be gained in connection with a search, examining a housing or
other person’s possessions, searching a person during a search in a housing or other property
(this applies to both criminal proceedings in Ukraine and Latvia), temporary access to things
and documents, etc. (according to the CPC of Ukraine). Under the CPL of Latvia, it is also
possible to carry out such investigative actions as seizure, self-initiated giving up of items
and documents (if possible), storing and disclosing data contained (saved) in an electronic
information system, giving up documents (Chapter 10 of the CPL of Latvia) [6]. Examination
of information contents contained (stored) in a device seized in such a way, copying of
the relevant electronic documents have to be carried out during examination of the device,
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which includes involving expert assistance (in case of the need to apply expert knowledge
while examining a device or information contained therein, it is also possible to involve an
expert and conduct an expert examination in accordance with the procedure established by
the procedural law). This approach is also confirmed in numerous judgments of Ukraine. See,
for example, the judgement of Sloviansk Town and District Court of Donetsk region dated
November 19, 2015 [18]; the judgement of Zolotonosha Town Court of Cherkasy region
dated September 23, 2015 [19]; the judgement of Vyshhorod District Court of Kyiv region
dated May 17, 2013 [20], etc.

In our paper, while characterizing the procedural order for obtaining (collecting)
evidence, as an example, a smartphone is used as a mobile terminal of communication
systems (a technical means of communication, telecommunication device). However,
according to the same principle, taking into account the similarity of technical and legal
nature, similarity of algorithms for collecting, storing, processing, transmission and use of
information, functional purpose, etc., the indicated methods of procedural order of access
(collection) to evidence may be applied to other types of technical means (devices) of
telecommunication (personal computers, tablets, laptops, etc.).

Consequently, taking into account different functional purposes of technical means
of telecommunication, access to and collecting evidence contained therein should be
carried out on a case-to-case basis, in a different procedural form, considering specifics of
telecommunication technologies in each particular case.

Here is a typical example that can illustrate the problems at both the national (Ukrainian)
and international (transnational) levels of legal regulation.

For example, in Ukraine, criminal proceedings are conducted against a person N. engaged
in criminal activities who stores certain e-documents on an e-disk (“cloud storage”). The
e-documents can greatly help to investigate the case and prove his/her guilt in committing
the crime as in future they can be used as evidence in court if they are obtained lawfully.
In addition, the person N. is in correspondence with his/her accomplices via social
networks and e-mail. Thus, his/her technical means of communication (a smartphone, PC,
etc.) are in Ukraine. The server of the company providing respective telecommunication
services can physically be located both in Ukraine and (as a rule) in the territory of any
country.

To obtain information contained on servers in other state, it is necessary to involve
mechanisms of international legal cooperation within the framework of criminal proceedings,
since powers of Ukrainian state authorities do not apply to regulation of activities of
foreign telecommunication companies (taking into account sovereignty of states) and are not
connected with these entities’ corresponding responsibilities to comply with such instructions
to grant access to the information contained on the servers of these companies (under Art.
263 of the Code of Criminal Procedure of Ukraine, competent state authorities of Ukraine
have such a right and respective resident companies of Ukraine are obliged to cooperate
with them). Experience shows that relevant procedures for international legal cooperation
can take months or even years, which undoubtedly greatly reduces efficiency and expedition
of pre-trial investigation. For instance, we can refer to the procedure of international legal
cooperation, enshrined in the Agreement between Ukraine and the Republic of Latvia on
Legal Assistance and Legal Relations in Civil, Family, Labour and Criminal Cases (signed
on behalf of Ukraine on May 23, 1995, ratified on November 22, 1995, entered into force for
Ukraine on July 12, 1996) [21].

In this context, for example, the Art. 3 of the CPL of Latvia may be indicative. According
to P. 3 of Art. 3 of the CPL of Latvia, “other norms of national criminal procedure may be
applied only in international cooperation on the basis of a motivated request of a foreign state,
if this does not contradict the basic principles of Latvian criminal procedure” [6].
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Interesting that the entry into force of the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR)
(EU) 2016/679 of 25.05.2018 improved the protection of personal data of all persons
within the EU and the European Economic Area, but at the same time, from the point
of view of legal regulation of the problem of access to personal data by law enforcement
agencies, Directive (EU) 2016/680 of the European Parliament and of the Council, of
27 April 2016 “On the protection of natural persons with regard to the processing of
personal data by competent authorities for the purposes of prevention, investigation, detection
or prosecution of criminal offences or the execution of criminal penalties, and the free
movement of such data and repealing Council Framework Decision 2008/977/JHA” is more
specialized [22], along with Directive (EU) 2016/681 of the European Parliament and of
the Council, of 27 April 2016 “On the use of passenger name record (PNR) data for the
prevention, detection, investigation and prosecution of terrorist offences and serious crime”
[23]. However, consistently emphasizing the protection of citizens’ rights to privacy, the
specified Directives also determine the direction of restricting this right in connection with
the need to protect public and national interests from criminal infringements.

Therefore, at the level of international legal treaty regulation, it is necessary to envisage
a specific universal mechanism in criminal procedural sphere (co-operation) which, under
certain conditions, would provide legal reasons and real possibilities for authoritative bodies
of one state to have a power to influence companies being under the jurisdiction of another
state. Appropriate unification and harmonization of national legislation should take place on
certain principles of the common framework of conventional international legal regulation.

And the EU Directives alone cannot solve the problem, given that there are non-EU
countries. Such countries can easily become so-called “information offshore” providing
opportunities to evade the itemized conventional IT-regulation.

Among other issues, despite the fact that The Regulation and Directives were passed and
enforced, it is seriously worrying that there are still ongoing discussions in the EU countries
on finding legitimate reasons for preventing the transmission of information spread over the
Internet, e.g., via Skype and Viber beyond the scope of criminal proceedings (as is already
the case in the United States) [24], which poses a threat to human rights.

3 Conclusions

On the basis of the research, the shortcomings of the legal regulation of the protection
of personal data and the right to private communication at the national level, as well as
inconsistency with international legal requirements and recommendations were revealed.
This requires improvement of the legislative consolidation (in accordance with the
requirements of the current level of development of telecommunication facilities), the bases,
conditions and procedure for legal intervention of the state in the sphere of private life and
communication; also bringing national legislation in line with international requirements and
practices of international judicial institutions.

Taking into account different functional purposes of technical means of telecommuni-
cation, access to and collecting of evidence contained therein should be carried out on a
case-to-case basis, in a different procedural form, considering specifics of telecommunication
technologies in each particular case.

At the level of international legal treaty regulation, it is necessary to envisage a specific
universal mechanism in criminal procedural sphere (co-operation) which, under certain
conditions, would provide legal reasons and real possibilities for authoritative bodies of
one state to have a power to influence companies being under the jurisdiction of another
state. Appropriate unification and harmonization of national legislation should take place
on certain principles of the common framework conventional international legal regulation.
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The specified mechanism should be universal, efficient, operative, guaranteeing protection of
human rights and freedoms against unlawful violation, as well as compensation for damage
caused by unlawful restrictions (violations) of these rights.
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